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Introducing RAP and Rich 

• RAP is a non-profit organization providing 
technical and educational assistance to 
government officials on energy and 
environmental issues. RAP staff have 
extensive utility regulatory experience. 

– Richard Sedano directs RAP’s US Program. 
He was commissioner of the Vermont 
Department of Public Service from 1991-2001 
and is an engineer. 
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What is the Smart Grid? 

• Adding computing and communicating 
capability end to end in the power system 
is the smart grid (nat gas has it too) 

– Some just focus on the smart meters – this is 
just a part, the front end, of the smart grid 

– Other terms 

• Grid Modernization 

• Intelligent Energy Management 
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Some images about Smart Grid 
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Colleen Snee, Johnson 

Controls, ACEEE EE as a 

Resource 2013 September 



Demonstration Project  

Interoperability of Smart Grid Resources 
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Managing Distinct End Uses 

EnerPath © Confidential enerpath.com 5 

Understanding Mass Market Customers 

1. These customers are busy, so we have to make it easy for customers to adopt 

2. Minimize transaction costs so these customers can be cost-effective 

3. Layer-in measures to achieve more savings-per-customer over time. 
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Enerpath, ACEEE 

EE as a Resource, 

September 2013 
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Figure 3-1. Interaction of Actors in Different Smart Grid Domains through Secure Communication 
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Figure 3-1. Interaction of Actors in Different Smart Grid Domains through Secure Communication 
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Technology change in 
telecommunicaitons 
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Key Consumer Questions about  
Smart Grid 

• What’s in it for me? 

• What’s in it for us? 
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Opportunities and Issues 

• Operations 

• Service 

• Climate Change 

• The business case 

• The utility role 

• Standards 

• Health 

• Consumer protection 

 

 

• Cyber-security & data 

• Customers 
– Demand response 

– Pricing 

– Distributed generation 

• Big Renewables 

• Transportation 

• Utility and Regulator of 
the Future 
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Opportunities: Operations 

• Better Utility System Operations 

– Improved Situational Awareness in Real Time 
over broader areas 

• Outage restoration improvements 

– Ability to deploy contingency resources fast 

• Important for high wind/solar scenarios 

• Synchrophasers 

– High probability of success owing to 
standardization and wire company/RTO 
control 
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Opportunities: Service 

• Better Customer Service 
– We know who you are when you call 

– We know when you lose, restore service 

– We can connect move in service fast 
• We can disconnect move out service fast 

– We can offer time-based pricing and services 
• Including time-based payments for onsite gen. 

• And facilitate competitors’ services 

– We can offer incentives for new and valuable 
curtailment and meter it (demand response) 
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Comment: Services 

• Probability of Success: uncertain 

– Where are the apps? 

• Did smart meters come out too fast? 

• Automation will be an engine 

• Set it and forget it 

• Energy can ride on more popular apps like home 
entertainment and home security 

– Will utilities offer or enable services? 

– Do enough customers care? 
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Opportunities: Climate Change 

• How can smart grid help address climate 
change? 
– Promote energy efficiency 

– Promote distributed renewable generation 

– Promote responsive customers 

– Enable time- or value-based pricing 

– Enable maximum grid scale renewable power 

– Promote system operation efficiency 

• Promote better choices by customers, 
utilities if policy provides guideposts 
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Issues: the Business Case 

• The Business Case for Customer End (Smart 
meter) investment 

– Likely, Probably benefits: Enough? 

– Speculative benefits: hard to count at PUC 

• How credible is the business case for smart 
grid the utility makes to the PUC and to 
legislatures? 
– How does PUC regulation promote innovation? 

– What if PUCs had been in charge of the Internet? 
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Comment: looking back 5 years 

• Smart grid advocates tried to create an 
imperative to deploy smart grid 

– Led by smart grid companies with support 
from utilities, others 

• Smart grid advocates oversold, were 
aggressive, presumed government would 
accept their arguments summarily 

– They were wrong, and they created skepticism 

– Due diligence, evidence is required 
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Further Comment on “the case” 

• Smart grid has great potential 

– But how soon? 

• Perhaps is more evolutionary than 
revolutionary 

• Always a good question to ask:  

– Where are the Apps? 

• What about early retirement of assets? 

– Balance 
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Issues: Utility in charge of smart grid 

• System scope of utility makes sense, but… 

• Mistrust of utility motives 
– Where earnings come from quantity of 

investment, smart grid is a big price tag 
investment – are utilities too eager? 

– Control 

• Mistrust of utility competence 
– Cost management (2x? 3x? …) 

– System integration competence 

– Data management into information 
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Comment: Utility in charge of Smart Grid 

• Realistic plans and expectations 

• Performance standards 

• Project Milestones 

• Awareness/risk of prudence assessment 
potential 
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Issues: Standards 

• A new industry benefits from standards 

– Inter-operability 

– But whose? (worries about BetaMax) 

• Consumers will be better if technology 
achieves plug and play 

– Everything works 

• Federal NIST process -- complex 

– States can participate, but it is apparently too 
much for them 
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Issues: Health 

• Health and Smart Meters 

– Fear is not analysis 

– No information I am aware of that should 
prevent or slow smart meter deployment 
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Issues: Consumer Protection 

• Disconnection 
– Smart grid makes it easier to reconnect and 

disconnect customers 

– disconnection rules are not changing 

– We use utilities to enforce a social boundary 
by assigning them the job of disconnecting 
people (with core problems) for non-payment 

– Utilities are not social workers 

– Perhaps social service agencies should be 
involved in non-payment situations 
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Issues: Data and cyber-security 

• Security, a national and regional scope 

– Connectedness that brings value also brings 
risk from mal-intent – grid attack? 

• Unresolved 

– High degree of focus 

• Risks remain, standards should help 

• Utility use of customer data supervised by 
PUC with traditional rules 

– Use of customer data by competitors has 
strong pros and cons 
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Issues: Data Management 

• Managing all this data! 

– Does it just go into data soup? 

– Does it get processed into useful information? 

• Information that helps system operations 

• Information that helps system investment choices 

• Information that helps customers 

• Information that helps vendors help customers 

• How much control over customer information will 
customers have? 
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Issues: Us! Will we use new capability? 

• Active Customers 

– Will they engage with the grid? 

• Through in home devices, home area networks 

• Through “web portals” 

• Through controllable devices they buy and 
curtailment programs in which they participate 

• Passive customers 

– Can programs nudge them in useful ways 
enabled by technology? 
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Demand Response (Curtailment) 

• It can be On/Off 

• It can also be partial 

– A fraction of lights 

– Degrees of heating and cooling 

• Think volumes: space, water 

• Don’t forget refrigeration, and especially DATA 
CENTERS 

• Set it and forget it, to customer specs 
and prefs, automated, no real time action  
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Demand Response Hierarchy 

• Emergency (rarely) 

• Price Control (a few times a year, peak time) 

• System ops, RE integration (24x7x365) 

 

• DR Programs need to evolve from “events” 
to “routine” – market rules need attention 

– i.e. minimum participation times 15 mins, Not 
4 hrs. 
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Issues: Electricity Pricing 

• Flat rates have nothing to do with what 
electricity costs to make 

– But it’s compatible with old tech 

• Time sensitive and dynamic rates can 
communicate value to customers 

– And influence their behavior 

• Research on pricing is growing 

– Real change is about politics 
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Peak Load Benefits of Different 

Residential Rate Designs 

TOU: Time of Use 

PTR: Peak Time Rebate 

CPP: Critical Peak Price 

VPP: Variable Peak Price 

RTP: Real Time Price 



Pricing and Customer Generation 

• Net metering is working well 

– Numbers still small 

– Exponential growth suggests a big change 

• Is it net metering sustainable? 

– Smart grid enables more “value-based” 
pricing 

• Could be higher or lower than net metering 
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Issues: Enabling Big Wind/Solar 

• Integrating large scale renewable energy 

– Target: 80% of US energy from wind and solar 

• See NREL Renewable Energy Future report 

– This is possible technically 

– Achieving it requires responsive load – 
customers willing to curtail use in order to 
accommodate the swings in production 

– Achieving it requires new grid technology, 
market rules, operating practices, planning 
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http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/re_futures/


Success brings new risks, complexity 
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Reaching “grid parity” will require more than just deployment  

“System cost” of variable RES vs. average market price  
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States can be Advocates for  
better market rules 

• Wholesale Market rules are supervised by 
FERC, enabled by smart grid technology 

– Big renewables 

– Demand response 

– Big distributed DG 

• Connecting retail and wholesale markets 
will help value retail resources better 

– Especially if wholesale markets account for 
environment policy 
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Issues: Distributed Generation 

• PV does not need a smart grid 

• If you want to separate the price 
customers pay for electricity from the 
price the utility pays for PV electricity 
generated by the customer, a smart grid 
helps 

• Smart grid very important to manage 
distribution system if there is a lot of PV 
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Issues: Transportation 

• Vehicle Electrification 

– Charging at the best times for the system 

• Anytime is not the best time if it drive peak costs up 

– A “time of use” system 

• Typical high cost hours cost more - Better, rigid 

– A responsive system that can communicate 
with the charging station, factoring in 
customer preference on price 

• Smart grid - innovation, but when will this pay off? 
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Issues: Utility of the Future 

• What is the role of the utility in a future 
with new options for customers? 

– Paternalistic, control, gatekeeper 

• It decides what customers can experience 

– Enabler, facilitator 

• Competitors have access to customers 

– Protector, validator 

– Distribution system (wires) operator 

• Reliability is Us 
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How will Utility of the Future Earn? 

• Investment, as today 

• Throughput, works against the trend of 
on-site generation and energy efficiency 

• Service and performance, new, growth 

• Smart grid can produce earnings by 
adding to asset base (the old way) and by 
enabling services that customers want (a 
new way), but will govt support this? 
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Issues: The Government 

• What is the role of the regulator 

– Protect customers 

– Assure reliability 

– Enable (fair) competition and innovation 

– Facilitate new technology, innovation that 
customers want and that is useful for the system 

– Manage transition from throughput/central 
investment system to a 2-way service system 
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Comment on Regulation 

• Regulators generally have great latitude to 
encourage the public interest in utility 
actions 

– Value in regional and national cooperation 

• Regulators often require guidance and 
encouragement from the statute to 
assure that they avoid political snap back 

– Legislators can help regarding smart grid, etc. 
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Government Readiness 

• Ability of state Public Utility Commission to 
manage smart grid transition is suspect 

– Skill sets of existing staff focus on existing work 

– Interest of commissioners “what did I do?!” 

– Processes sift evidence, but creativity? 

– Are there “customers” out there? 

– Budgets and staffing: cuts 

– Independence ? 

• Or is there “pressure” to go along? 
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About RAP 

 The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team of experts that 
 focuses on the long-term economic and environmental sustainability of the power 
 and natural gas sectors. RAP has deep expertise in regulatory and market policies 
 that: 

 Promote economic efficiency 
 Protect the environment 
 Ensure system reliability 
 Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers 

 
 Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org 

rsedano@raponline.org 


